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Abstract. We give a method allowing the generalization of the description of
trace spaces of certain classes of holomorphic functions on Carleson sequences to
®nite unions of Carleson sequences. We apply the result to di�erent classes of spaces
of holomorphic functions such as Hardy classes and Bergman type spaces.

0. Introduction. Let D={z2C : jzj<1} be the unit disk and Hol(D) the space of
holomorphic functions on D. For a space X�Hol(D) we de®ne the trace space

Xj� � ff j� : f 2 Xg �1�

and the sequence space

X��� � f� f �ln��n�1 : f 2 Xg: �2�

Using a decomposition method for �, we shall generalize the description of Xj� if �
is a Carleson sequence to ®nite unions of Carleson sequences. In order to do this we
will need a certain stability condition that will be introduced in the ®rst section.
There we also give the characterization of the trace space of X on a ®nite
union of Carleson sequences under the additional condition H1X�X, where
H1 � f f 2 Hol�D� : k f k1� supz2D j f �z�j <1g is the Hardy space of bounded
analytic functions on D.

In the second section we shall apply the general characterization obtained in the
®rst section to various classes of spaces of analytic functions on D. We thus obtain a
new approach to the characterization of the traces of Hardy spaces on ®nite unions
of Carleson sequences (cf. [6] and [1]). Also we give a hitherto unknown description
of the traces of Bergman type spaces on ®nite unions of Carleson sequences.

1. The general result. We introduce the pseudohyperbolic metric with the aid of

MoÈ bius transformations. For l2D put bl�z� � jljl lÿz
1ÿ�lz

; z 2 D, and de®ne the pseu-

dohyperbolic distance by ��l; �� � jbl���j for �,�2D (cf. e.g.[5]). The corresponding

neighbourhood 
(�,�) for �2D and 0<�<1 is given by


�l; �� � fz 2 D : jbl�z�j < �g:
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We say that a sequence �={ln}n�1�D satis®es the Carleson condition, if

inf
l2�

Y
� 2 �
� 6� l

jb��l�j � �� > 0:

In this case we write �2(C) and call � a Carleson sequence. In what follows we will
refer to �� as the Carleson constant. It is well known (cf.[3]) that H1j� � l1� if and
only if �2(C). Here l�

1 is the space of bounded functions on �.
In this paper we are concerned with ®nite unions of Carleson sequences and for

these we have the following result (cf.[14] and [6]).

Proposition 1.1. If � �SN
i�1 �i, where �i2(C), then for every 0<�<1 there

exists a partition � � Sn�1 �n with the following properties.

(i) supn� 1jsnj �N, where jEj denotes the cardinal of a set E.
(ii) jbl(�)j<� if �,�2sn, n�1.
(iii) There exists �>0 such that for every choice �0={ln0}n�1 with an arbitrary

ln02sn, n�1, we have �02(C) and ��0
��.

(iv) There exists a sequence �Dn�n�1 � H1 such that

Dn�l� � 1 if l 2 �n;
0 if l 2 �n�n;

�
�1�

X
n�1
jDn�z�j �M; z 2 D: �2�

Remark. The ®rst three statements have been proved by V.I. Vasyunin. (See
[14]; see also [6], where a di�erent proof of this fact was given.)

The construction of the family (Dn)n�1 was given in [6]. We mention that they
generalize P. Beurling's functions which allow the construction of a linear operator
of interpolation in the case of a single Carleson sequence.

Let us number sn=fln,kgj�njk�1 and set �k � fln;kgn�1;k�j�nj, (k=1,. . .,N). For
technical reasons we will also de®ne ~�i � fln;ign�1, where we set ln,i=ln;j�nj if
i�jsnj. In view of statement (iii) of Proposition 1.1 these sequences are also Carleson
sequences whose Carleson constant is bounded below by d. We now de®ne a
sequence space by l0=X(�1). This de®nition of l0 depends a priori on the choice of
the element ln,12sn, n�1. For this reason we need the following de®nition of stabi-
lity which is motivated by that of [9].

Definition 1.2. Let X�Hol(D). The space X is called (C)-stable if for all pairs
of Carleson sequences �={ln}n�1 and � � f~lngn�1 satisfying

supn�1jbln�~ln�j < 1; �3�

we have

X��� � X� ~��: �4�
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A sequence ~� satisfying (3) with � � supn�1jbln �~ln�j will be called �-shifted with
respect to �. (See also [19].)

Remember that the sequences in X(�) are indexed by the natural numbers (cf. (2)
of the Introduction) and thus there will be no confusion in interpreting equality (4).

With this de®nition it is clear that if a space X is (C)-stable then the corre-
sponding sequence space l0 does not depend on the choice of ln,12sn.

Remarks. (1) It is easy to see that if we do not have (3) then, in general, we need
not have equality (4). Take for example

X � Hp�D� � ff 2 Hol�D� : Np�f� � sup0< r< 1

1

2�

��
ÿ�
jf�reit�jpdt <1g; 0 < p <1;

the Hardy space on the unit disk. For 1�p<1 this is a Banach space with norm
k f kpp=Np(f) and for 0<p<1 a complete metric space. It was shown by H.S. Sha-
piro and A.L. Shields for 1�p�1 ([13]) and by V. Kabaõ�la (see [4] for this result and
for exact references) that if �2(C) then

Hp��� � fa 2 CN :
X
n�1
�1ÿ j lnj�j an jp <1g: �5�

It is easy to construct two sequences �, ~�2(C) such that the weights (1ÿjlnj)n�1 and
(1ÿj~lnj)n�1 are not equivalent, and hence X(�) 6�X( ~�). We mention that in this case
the corresponding trace spaces X(�) and X( ~�) are isomorphic. In order to see that
this is in general not true, we now give an example of a Banach space X and two
Carleson sequences �, ~� (that are not near in the sense of (3)) such that the trace
spaces X(�) and X( ~�) are not even isomorphic. We ®rst remark that it is of no
importance if we consider spaces on the unit disk or the upper half plane
C+={z2C : J z>0}. Take now X=LA

p the space of Fourier transforms on
C+ of Lp-functions: LA

p={F2Hol(C+) :F(z)=(F f )(z), f2Lp(0,1)}, where �F f��z� ��1
0 f �t�eitzdt. It was mentioned in [16] that for the sequences �={i2n}n�1 and

~�={i+2n}n�1, we have

X��� � l p; X� ~�� � l 2;

which are obviously not isomorphic. Here

l r � fa 2 CN :
X
n�1
j anj r <1g; 1 � r <1:

(2) We have the following local stability property. If �2(C) with Carleson con-
stant �, then each sequence ~� � f~lngn�1 which is �/3-shifted with respect to � is a
Carleson sequence (see Lemma VII.5.1 of [5], or [19]). Hence, if X is (C)-stable, then

X��� � X� ~��: �6�

Let us now introduce divided di�erence with respect to pseudohyperbolic metric.
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Definition 1.3. (See [15] and [1]). Let �={lk}k�1�D and f : �!C. Set
�(k)=(�1,. . .,lk) and �(k+1)=(�(k),lk+1). We de®ne

�0f �l�1�� � f �l1�;

�1f �l�2�� � f �l2� ÿ f �l1�
bl1�l2�

and

�kf �l�k�1�� � �kÿ1f �l�kÿ1�; lk�1� ÿ�kÿ1f �l�kÿ1�; lk�
blk �lk�1�

:

This enables us to de®ne a candidate for the trace space Xj� if � is a ®nite union of
Carleson sequences. Set

lN;�n � fa 2 C� : � sup
k�1;...;j�nj

j�kÿ1a�l�k�n �j�n�1 2 l0g;

where ln(k)=(ln,1,. . .,ln,k). This space can be regarded as a discrete regularity or
Sobolev-type space.

Theorem 1.4. Let X�Hol(D) be a (C)-stable vector space such that H1X�X,
and � �SN

i�1 �i;�i 2 �C�. Then for any decomposition �=
S

n�1sn satisfying (i)±(iv)
of Proposition 1.1 we have

Xj� � lN;�n :

Remark. The condition H1X�X is intimately related to the notion of free
interpolation. In fact we call a sequence ��D of free interpolation if the space
l=X(�) is an ideal space; i.e. if for all (an)n�12l and (bn)n�1�C with jbnj�cjanj, n�1,
for some constant c>0 we have (bn)n�12l. In this case we write �2Int (X ). It is not
hard to see that if H1X�X and �2(C) then � is of free interpolation for X (cf. [10]
and [6]), and in particular the space l0 is then ideal. We have not chosen the usual
notion of free interpolating sequences that is based on the de®nition of a concrete
target space for the restriction operator R : X!C�, f 7!f j�. Our terminology comes
from generalized free interpolation problems. In fact Theorem 1.4 gives a general-
ized free interpolation result: if a sequence a2C� is interpolable by a function f2X,
and if for an arbitrary sequence �2l1 we set �l=�n if �2�n (� is a constant func-
tion on �n taking the value �n there), then the sequence (�lal)�2� will also be
interpolable (cf.[10], [14] and also [6] for generalized free interpolation). We mention
that in the classical literature the target spaces that are chosen for the de®nition of
interpolating sequences are in general ideal. We also remark that for example for
Hardy and Bergman spaces these de®nitions are actually equivalent (for Bergman
spaces, see [17]).
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let � �Sn�1 �n be a decomposition satisfying (i)±(iv)
of Proposition 1.1 for some 0<�<1. Recall that the sequences ~�i satisfy the
Carleson condition with Carleson constant �. We shall set �=�/3.

Consider now the inclusion Xj��lN,sn
. Let f2X. We have to control the divided

di�erences of f on �n.

Lemma 1.5. Let f 2 Hol�D�; � � flkgNk�1 � D and 0<"<1. Then there exist
ui2 @
(li,"), (i=1,. . .,N ), such that for all z 2SN

i�1 
�li; "�

j�kÿ1f �l�kÿ1�; z�j � 2

"

� �kÿ1XN
i�1
j f �ui�j �k � 1; . . . ;N �: �7�

Proof. Let z 2SN
i�1 
�li; "�. Take ui2 @
(li,") with j f �ui�j � sup�2
�li;"� j f ���j.

The assertion (7) becomes trivial for the case k=1. Consider the case in which
2�k�N. Suppose that (7) holds true for k�Nÿ1. De®ne

g�z� � �kf �l�k�; z�:

If jblk(z)j�", then in view of (7) we have

jg�z�j � j�
kÿ1f �l�kÿ1�; z� ÿ�kÿ1f �l�k��

blk�z�
j � 2

"

2

"

� �kÿ1XN
i�1
j f �ui�j: �8�

If jblk
(z)j�", then, by the maximum modulus principle, the function jg(z)j is boun-

ded by sup�2@
�lk;"�jg(�)j. This allows us to apply (8) again, and we get the assertion
also in the case jblk

(z)j<".
As ln;k 2

S�n
i�1 
�ln;i; �� we may apply the lemma to get the existence of

un;i 2 @
�ln;i; ��, n�1, i=1,. . .,j�nj, such that

sup
k�1;...;j�nj

j�kÿ1f �l�k�n �j � c
Xj�nj
i�1
j f �un;i�j; n � 1: �9�

Take un,i=ln,j�nj for i>j�nj. As f2X and Ui � fun;ign�1, i=1,. . .,N, is �-shifted with

respect to ~�i, we have ( f (un,i))n�12 l0. Therefore �
PN

i�1 j f �un;i�j�n�1 2 l0 and hence
Xj��lN,�n. Observe that we have used the ideal property of l0 and the stability
property of X.

Consider now the reverse inclusion lN,�n�Xj�. For each sequence a2lN,�n, we
will construct a function f2X interpolating the sequence a on �. Unfortunately we
neither know if this operation is linear nor if it is continuous. In order to construct
the function f we use the sequence (Dn)n�1�H1 of Proposition 1.1. We shall show
that there exist N functions fl2X, l=1,. . .,N, such that

f �z� �
X
n�1

Dn�z�
Xj�nj
l�1

Ylÿ1
k�1

bln;k�z� fl�z�
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is in X and interpolates a on �.

Remark. As fl2Hol(D) and in view of the property (ii) of the sequence
(Dn)n�1 the convergence of this series is uniform on compact subsets D. In particular
we may rearrange the series in the following way:

f �z� �
XN
l�1

fl�z�
X

n�1;l�j�nj
Dn�z�

Ylÿ1
k�1

bln;k�z�|��������������������{z��������������������}
Gl�z�

where Gl2H1. The property f2X will therefore be an easy consequence of fl2X,
l=1,. . .,N, and H1X�X; (recall that X is a vector space).

Take now for n�1

�ln;k� �
a�ln;k� ÿ

Pkÿ1
l�1

Qlÿ1
j�1 bln;j�ln;k�fl�ln;k�Qkÿ1

j�1 bln;j�ln;k�
; k � 1; . . . ; j�nj;

�ln;k� � 0; k > j�nj:
�10�

(For k=1, (ln,k) reduces to a(ln,1).)
We show that there exist fl2X, l=1,. . .,N, such that fl interpolates ((ln,l))n�1 on

�l. In fact, if this is the case, then for ln,k2�n, n�1, k=1,. . .,j�nj, we obtain the
interpolation property of f:

f �ln;k� �
X
m�1

Dm�ln;k�
Xj�mj
l�1

Ylÿ1
j�1

blm;j �ln;k� fl�ln;k�

�
Xkÿ1
l�1

Ylÿ1
j�1

bln;j�ln;k� fl�ln;k� �
Ykÿ1
j�1

bln;j �ln;k� fk�ln;k�|���{z���}
�ln;k�

� a�ln;k�:

We shall need the following lemma which gives us a more convenient relation
between fk and f1,. . .,fkÿ1, (k=1,. . .,N). The proof is essentially based on Newton
type interpolation with the usual zero divisor zÿ� replaced by bl. This is very nat-
ural in view of the de®nition of lN,�n and the divided di�erences. The purely algebraic
proof will be given at the end of this section.

Lemma 1.6. Let �={�1,. . .,lk}�D, a2C�. If functions fl : � 7!C; �l � 1; . . . ; k�
exist such that fl (ll)=(ll), 1�l�k, then

�ll� � �lÿ1a�l�l�� ÿ
Xlÿ1
i�1

�lÿifi�li; . . . ; ll� �1 � l � k�: �11�
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Resume the proof of the theorem. It is clear from the de®nition of l0 that there
exists a function f1 interpolating (n,1)n�1 on �1. We shall now construct inductively
the functions fl, l=2,. . .,N. We will show that ��ln;k��n�1 2 l0; �k � 1; . . . ;N�. To
this end we suppose that for 2�l�N there exist functions f1,. . .,flÿ12X such that
fj(ln,j)=(ln,j), (n�1, j=1,. . .,lÿ1). Owing to Lemma 1.5, there will exist
un;k;j 2 @
�ln;k; �� for n�1, k=1,. . .,j�nj and j=1,. . .,min(j�nj,lÿ1) such that

j�lÿj fj�ln;j; . . . ; ln;l�j � c
Xj�nj
i�1
j fj�un;i;j�j:

Applying Lemma 1.6 to fjjsn
, we get the following estimate for n�1:

j�ln;l�j � sup
k�1;...;min�l;j�nj�

j�kÿ1a�l�k�n �j � c
Xlÿ1
j�1

Xj�nj
i�1
j fj�un;i;j�j

 !
�l � j�nj�;

j�ln;l�j � 0 �l > j�nj�:

Take un,k,i=ln,j�nj for k>j�nj, (i=1,. . .,N) and de®ne Uk,i=(un,k,i)n�1. The sequences
Uk,i, (i=1,. . .,N), are �-shifted with respect to ~�k, (k=1,. . .,N). Therefore
�j fi�un;k;i�j�n�1 2 l0 for k,i=1,. . .,N. By de®nition �supk�1;...;j�nj j�kÿ1a�l�k�n �j�n�1 2 l0
and therefore ��ln;l��n�1 2 l0 � X� ~�l�. (Observe that we had set ln,l=ln,j�nj for
l>j�nj). Hence there exists fl2X such that fl �ln;l� � �ln;l�; n � 1; l � 1; . . . ; j�nj:

It remains to prove the algebraic lemma.

Proof of Lemma 1.6. Let us introduce some notations.

al � a�ll�; �l � �lÿ1a�l�l��;
l � �ll�;
fi;l � fi�ll�;  i;l � �lÿifi�li; . . . ; ll�; �l �

Plÿ1
i�1  i;l

�i;l �
Qiÿ1

j�1 blj �ll�; �j;l=�i;l �
Qjÿ1

m�1 blm�ll��j � i�:
;

Then (10) with ln,k replaced by ll reduces to

l � al ÿ
Plÿ1

i�1 �i;l fi;l
�l;l

�12�

and assertion (11) becomes

l � �l ÿ �l: �13�
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For a function F : � 7!C we introduce the following Newton type interpolating
function: (cf. [6] and also [15]). Let j�l.

F�ll� �
Xl
i�j

Yiÿ1
m�j

blm�ll��iÿjF�lj; . . . ; li�: �14�

With this, on setting j=1 we get al �
Pl

i�1 �i;l�i � �l;l�l �
Plÿ1

i�1 �i;l�i. Substituting
this expression in (12) we obtain

l � �l ÿ 1

�l;l

Xlÿ1
i�1

�i;l� fi;l ÿ �i�: �15�

Using again (14) applied to the function fi we get

fi;l �
Xl
j�i
��j;l=�i;l� i;j � fi;i �

Xl
j�i�1
��j;l=�i;l� i;j:

Replacing fi,l in (15) and observing that fi,i=gi we obtain

l � �l ÿ 1

�l;l

Xlÿ1
i�1

�i;l�i ÿ �i �
Xl
j�i�1

�j;l
�i;l
 i;j�

� �l ÿ 1

�l;l

Xlÿ1
i�1

�i;l�i ÿ �i� �
Xlÿ1
i�1

Xl
j�i�1

�j;l i;j

 !

� �l ÿ 1

�l;l

Xlÿ1
i�1

�i;l�i ÿ �i� �
Xl
j�2

�j;l
Xjÿ1
i�1

 i;j

 !
:

By de®nition �j �
Pjÿ1

i�1  i;j. Observe also that the sum over j may be extended to
j=1 (as �1=0). Hence

l � �l ÿ �l ÿ 1

�l;l

Xlÿ1
i�1

�i;l�i ÿ �i � �i�:

This is equivalent to
Pl

i�1 �i;l�i ÿ �i � �i� � 0, l=1,. . .,k. As the matrix (�i,l)i,l=1
k is

invertible (as an upper triangular matrix with �l;l �
Qlÿ1

i�1 bli�ll� 6� 0 on the diagonal)
we now get the assertion (13).

2. Examples. Even if the following examples are all complete metric spaces,
observe that in order to apply Theorem 1.4 it is not necessary to have this property.
Thus the following list of examples is certainly not exhaustive. Note also that in the
following examples we show the stability property with the aid of known descrip-
tions of Xj� or X(�) where �2(C).
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2.1. Hardy spaces. Hp, 0<p�1. It is clear that H1Hp�Hp, and therefore we
have to show the stability property of Hp. The characterization of the trace space
Hpj�, (0<p�1), where � is a Carleson sequence, has been given in (5). Take now
two Carleson sequences �={ln}n�1 and ~� � f~lngn�1 satisfying jbln �~ln�j < �, (n�1),
for some 0<�<1; then the implication (see [19]) for l, m2D

jbl���j < �) 1ÿ �
1� � �

1ÿ jlj
1ÿ j�j �

1� �
1ÿ � ; �16�

shows the equivalence of the weights (1ÿjlnj)n�1 and �1ÿ j~lnj�n�1. We thus obtain
the same characterization of Hpj� where � is a ®nite union of Carleson sequences, as
in [6]. In contrast to those results, the method presented here does not furnish a
linear continuous operator of interpolation. We remark that there is another char-
acterization of Hpj� by means of maximal functions in [1]. Besides giving a very
general necessary condition for a sequence to be in Hpj� they were actually able to
characterize ®nite unions of interpolating sequences by surjectivity of the restriction
operator f 7! f j� onto their trace space. (It would be interesting to prove directly
the equivalence between the two descriptions if � is a ®nite union of Carleson
sequences).

2.2. Increasing functions H11! . Set C1/2={z2C : Rz>1/2} and let ' : C1=2 7! C
be a function satisfying

(i) ' is analytic in C1/2,
(ii) 'j[1,1)>0,
(iii) 'j[1,1) is increasing,
(iv) there exists c>0, such that j'(z)j� c'(jzj), (z2C1/2).

Put !(u)=�(1/(1ÿu)), (u2D), and consider the weight !j[0,1). Let �={ln}n�1�D.
De®ne

H1! � ff 2 Hol�D� : j f �z�j � cf !�jzj�; z 2 Dg;
l1!;� � fa 2 CN : j anj � ca!�jlnj�; n � 1g: �17�

In [19] it was shown that if �2(C), and if ' satis®es the conditions (i)±(iv) then
we have

H1! ��� � l1!;�: �18�

Now, let � �SN
i�1 �i, where �i2(C) and l0=l1!;�1

. It is obvious that we always have
H1H!

1�H!
1. Moreover, due to (18) and (17), if there exists a constant c�1 such

that

1

c
!�jlj� � !�j�j� � c!�jlj�; �19�

for l,m2D and jbl(�)j<�, where 0<�<1 is a ®xed constant, then the space H!
1 will
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be (C)-stable.
It may be shown that this condition is intimately related to the following one

(cf. [7]):
�1ÿ jl2j�j! 0�l�j � c1j!�l�j; l 2 ÿ�;

for ��1, where ÿ�={z2D : jzÿ1j��(1ÿjzj)} is a Stoltz angle centered in 1. This
second form of our regularity condition suggests that the growth of the weight ! (t)
towards the boundary may be at most polynomial.

A possible weight. Let r>0. Take

!�t� � 1

1ÿ t

� �r

�0 � t < 1�;

and ' : C1=2! C; z 7! zr. The conditions (i)±(iv) are obvious. The condition (19) is
now a consequence of (16). In fact if jbl(�)j<�, for some 0<�<1, then

1

c
� 1ÿ �

1� �
� �r

� 1ÿ j�j
1ÿ jlj

� �r

� !�jlj�
!�j�j�
� �

� 1� �
1ÿ �
� �r

� c:

Hence we can apply Theorem 1.4 to these spaces. In the literature the spaces H!
1

associated with the weight ! (t)=(l/(1ÿt)) r are often denoted by Aÿr (cf. e.g. [2]).
One may also construct weights that grow logarithmically towards the bound-

ary (e.g. ! (u)=Log (1/(1ÿu))+�).

An impossible weight. We now give an example of a weight ! such that the
corresponding space H!

1 is not (C)-stable. Take '(z)=exp(z). This function satis®es
the conditions (i)±(iv) (in particular we have jexp(z)j=exp(Rz)�expjzj). Thus the
function ' is admissible for the description on a Carleson sequence (cf. [19]). We
obtain

H1! j� � fa 2 C� : ja�l�j � ca exp�1=�1ÿ jlj��; l 2 �g:

Take � an arbitrary in®nite Carleson sequence and de®ne ln 2 
�ln; �=3� by
j~lnj � maxfjzj : z 2 
�ln; �=3�, where � is the Carleson constant associated with �.
The corresponding sequence ~� will be a Carleson sequence which is �/3-shifted with
respect to �. The reader may now verify that the sequence given by
an � exp�1=�1ÿ j~lnj�� is in H1! � ~�� but not in H!

1(�).

Remark. Another approach to the characterization of the trace spaces H!
1j�,

where � is a ®nite union of Carleson sequences and ! satis®es the conditions (i)±(iv)
as well as the condition (19), has been given in [7]. There actually we have con-
structed a continuous linear operator of interpolation from (l1!;�1

�N;�n to H!
1,

which provides a stronger result than the simple description of the trace space given
in this paper.
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2.3. Bergman spaces B p
�. We introduce weighted Bergman spaces. (See e.g. [9].)

Definition 2.1 Let 0<p�1 and ��ÿ1/p. The Bergman space Ba
p on the unit

disk is de®ned as follows:

Bp
� � f f 2 Hol�D� :k f kpp;��

�
D

��1ÿ jzj2��j f �z�j�pdm <1g;

where dm=dxdy/� is the planar Lebesgue measure on the unit disk.
It is easy to see that H1Bp

� � Bp
�, and we therefore have to veri®y the stability

property. Due to the remark after Theorem 1.4, Carleson sequences �={ln}n�1 and
~� � f~lngn�1 are interpolating sequences for Ba

p, which means for a separated
sequence (and Carleson sequences are separated, see e.g. [9] for the de®nitions), that

Bp
���� � l

p
2=p��;

where

l
p
� � fa 2 CN :k a kp;�<1g;

and

k a kpp;��
X
n�1
f�1ÿ jl2nj��janjgp;

k a k1;�� sup
n�1
f�1ÿ jl2nj��janjg:

As in the case of Hardy spaces, we now get the equivalence of the weights
((1ÿjl2nj�2��p�n�1 and ��1ÿ j~l2nj�2��p�n�1 as a consequence of (16). Thus
Bp
���� � l

p
2=p�� � Bp

�� ~�� if jbln�~ln�j < �, for some 0<�<1. Hence we can also apply
Theorem 1.4 to weighted Bergman spaces on the unit disk.

It is interesting to mention that ®nite unions of Carleson sequences play an
important roÃ le in factorization theory in Bergman spaces. In [8] it was shown that a
Blaschke product is a so-called universal divisor (i.e. f2 B

p
0 and f=B2Hol(D) imply

f=B2Bp
0) if and only if its zero set is a ®nite union of Carleson sequences.
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